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TECHNICAL RIDER
SCHEDULE
Day or night (to be defined with the organizer).

DURATION
Duration varies from 40 min to 1h30

TOURING TEAM
8 musicians & a technician

RECEPTION
The organizer will provide the group with a lockable dressing room that can
accommodate at least 8 people. The dressing rooms must be equipped with 10 electric
plugs (or multi-socket plugs) as well as a closet composed of about twenty hangers.
In this dressing room will be put at disposal:
         Two mirrors
         Towels (for the stage)

FOOD
The organizer will take charge of all the meals for 8 people (including 1 starter, 1 hot
dish, 1 dessert, wines, after-dinner drinks and coffees) as well as the breakfast when
the band stays overnight.
Thank you for providing a meal without seafood and for providing in the dressing
room:
          Good quality organic honey
          Seasonal fruits (if possible) and bananas
          An assortment of Belgian beers
          1 bottle of "vieux rhum Clément"
          1 10 year old "Laphroaig" whiskey
          Cakes, fruits, dried fruits, candies, juices, coca, peach ice tea...
          Some "kinders bueno" / "choco bon"
          Red wine grower
          White wine  grower

-
Stage
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SCENE
Plan a space of 35m2 (7*5 meters) minimum.
We have a backdrop set up.
The stage plan of the technical rider is the main stage plan. However the group can
adapt.

Mineral water bottles are welcome on stage (x8) as well as beers.

INSTRUMENTS
          Sousaphone
          Guitar
          Snare Drum (+HH+Cymbals)
          Bass Drum (+cymbal+tom)
          Baritone saxophone
          Alto saxophone
          Trombone
          Trumpet

TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
The OOZBAND group travels by its own means unless otherwise stated. Please
provide a secure parking spot near the stage for 2/3 vehicles.

INVITATIONS / PASSES 
The organizer will provide the group with 8 invitations. In general, all initiatives to
enhance the arrival of the group are welcome.
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SOUND DATA SHEET
A real console, 2 reverbs (pcm,spx) and 1 delay. Enough to compress and gate the slicesand 1
comp stereo on 1 sub stereo group.

Monitors and stage :
The organizer will provide wedges type DX15, 115xt, PS15R2, MAX15, LE1200,...and 2 speakers
on side stands on 2 circuits.
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FICHE TECHNIQUE LUMIÈRE 
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CONTACTS

Band contact
Simon Allain

06 85 64 70 07 / allain.simon@gmail.com
 

Tour contact
Julien Fleury

06 78 21 00 28 / fleury_julien4321@orange.fr
 

Technical contact
Aurélien Bégo

06 99 34 91 65 / naurel56@gmail.com
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.engrenages.eu
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